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CHAPTER - III

STUDY OF SHIFTS IN THE TRANSLATION - DATA SELECTION -

Introduction

The novel 'Lord of the Flies' is roughly divided into 

three sections. In the first section the boys' arrival on the 

island, the assembly, and the early decisions about what to do 

is described. In the second section the dominant theme is 

destruction every where; the boys' world is only a miniature 

version of the adult's, And the third section, the most terrible 

section, explores the meaning and consequences of this creation 

of evil.

Our attempt is to present the passages that represent the 

above three sections. Thus the passages are thematically important. 

These selections are of^course^purely subjective.

Passage I

ST TT

Chapter I PP. 11-17 PP.1-5

In this chapter the boys scattered on an unknown island 

due to the air crash, encounter one another . In the first passage
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,V\

Ralph and Piggy's encountering and their personalities are 

depicted. This passage is selected for its conversational style.

Passage II :

Chapter IV

ST

PP.73-77

TT

PP.53-57,

■/>
In this chapter the normal behavioiur of the boy(£ry is 

depicted. They get accustomed/with' the happenings on the island. 

This passage is selected for its narrative style.

Passage III :

Chapter VIII

ST

PP. 15 4-5 7

TT

PP.120-23.

This is the chapter in which the boys sacrifice a pig's 

head to the beast (Lord of the Flies) who governs the entire 

action on the island. This horrifies reader. This passage is 

selected for its conversational style.

Passage IV, V :

Chapter-IX 

Chapter IX

ST TT

PP. 179-82 PP. 140-43

PP. 186-90 PP. 146-49,

This chapter belongs to the third section of the novel. 

It is the most terrible section. Destruction is everywhere. The 

boys' world is only a miniature version of the adults. Simon is



very ruthlessly killed by his mates in their violent game. The

innocent and immature boys turn violent and brutal. Passage IV is 

selected for its descriptive style and passage V is selected for

its narrative style and its thematic importance too.

Selected Passage No,I :

ST TT

Chapter I PP. 11-17 PP.1-5.

Introduction :

This extract from the first chapter is deliberately chosen 

for its stylistic and literary variety. It is a conversation, with 

which the chapter suddenly opens up the story, without any

introductory information.

The major portion of the ST is written to be spoken. The

language used in the ST is lucid. Golding tends to use words in 

unexpected disjunctive combinations which only the single meaning 

he wants. As spoken language is a feature of the language used 

here, some expressions are left incomplete i.e. a word or a phrase

stand for a sentence eg. 'That Pilot", Them fruit, "My auntie"

etc. |jJse of common words, with not much use of adjectives and

adverbs.We find photographic visual elements e.g. physical

movements, natural scenes etc. in the ST. Then we go to the actual

comparison. The shifts are underlined in the TT.



1) Additions

ST TT

bent down

the thorns WTP& mt
very fat

we was attacked iPTRJT TOTTre? c'epfT FTtTT sYcTT*

The fat boy shook his head cpn ftJTciY fp jppj SOTeft*

the light piipfltf cramn

These additions are often in the form of adjectives and

adverbs which give a more poetic and heightened effect to the

content. The original is plainer and straight forward without 

embellishments.

Here are some more examples of additions of sentences.

ST TT

'That pilot'. m ciY *wtTh$ - ccrft ?nfr gjfc qsro $•

'I'shall be out again afTcrVq jfr wr "MYctct fttpro <tY
in just a minute'

"My auntie" q*i wmi mb
He said confidentialy, m 3R^Y STfTejY 3iYr: 

cuTtiT 3rvm srrupfY- mm-
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word 'confidentialy' means secretly or privately and in 

Marathi it is aTupfftT, or ^ufaftlYcOT •

if

He was clambering heavily 

among the creepers and 

+broken trunks.

* word 'clambering' means to climb with the help of hands and

feet i.e. tjsfy £TcTTTrtrHlT 370^1 TOh

and not only qjy

MT ?
+ word 'broken' means 'cut off' qfeelef not 3rre*i q^eier

(lying)

2. Omissions

In the TT several words, expressions from the ST are 

found to be omitted. They are underlined in the ST sentences.

ST TT

i) 'At least I think it's arcrtf jsfit in# fwp mb
an island.'

Phrase 'At least' has special significance in1 ST. It shows 

speaker's sensibility in expressing his opinion.

dh jfhrn: 3nToi 3rrs*i
reSct |<ti ttct zvm St
fjTerar.
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ii) Ralph smiled vaguely, 

stood up and began

to the lagoon.

iii) "then returned as a 

fighter- plane,

with wings swept back, 

and machine gunned Piggy, 

scje - aa - ow!

urn 3wnrq smr arrftn 
CTOT3 q~nnjTeJ& 1WcTT-

m to mh

TaTpl^l $ £ 3fTCiTuf cRcT 

eft TOctt arrltn 
ST5T qWcTT*

The creation of horror with the use of words like fighter-

plane' (not plane alone), 'with 

totally absent in TT.

wings and 'machine gunned' is

The description of sequence of minute physical movements 

gives a visual impression of boys (eg.ii). But this photographic 

visual element is considerably weakened in the translation.

Though omission does not affect the expression all the 

times, some times it has harmed the link, fluency, photographic 

vision of the physical movements reflected in the small details 

in the ST.

3. Modifications :

Several expressions from ST are found to be modified in 

TT. They are underlined in the TT sentences.



Here are some examples of 'compensation'. 

[I]

i)

ii)

"That storm dragged 537^ ^7 TCTTKTT^ h
» Q

it out to sea." ffiprrcT OTKJrf qSef*"

"on account of my l^T ^RT *U 1

asthma"

iii) "Them fruit" -cfT qfr QTCJrT SflelY X "

All the above diologues are spoken by Piggy. Piggy's 

character is seen modified with the use of certain repetitions e.g.

UTefTT t, TT t.eracftTT V etc- There is no such a

repetition in the ST dialogues.

[ii] The TT seems to mix styles where mixing of registers or 

dialects is not required .There is a mixture of words and sentences 

of both the written and spoken style, and sanskritized and native 

Marathi diction. Here are some examples

Written Spoken

ST - Kids ST

TT - JeT TT

ST - grownups ST

tt - qtfft *rnn| TT

ST - looked

tt - trrfser STST - He was out of the jungle
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ST - dragged

TT - q-gH.

TT - TR-flPl ra-

ST - where is the man ?

tt - ctt mm arrg ?
C\ 'o *

(III) Reorientations

The function^ of words and sentences are changed in the 

TT. Here are some examples

ST TT

i) "He couldn't land here 

Not in the plane with 

wheels."

"Mmm rrsTptrTn ctt uni 

3TPRfi fcWTH 3fK°r]T efft j v

Statement in the ST is transformed to a question in the

TT.

ii) He climbed over a 

broken trunk and 

was out of the 

jungle.

yTgUT EfUR FIT SiTsTcUT q-g^TT 

u’drraw mi arrfw 3nrrr 
fFR TR UFI

focus shifts from 'he' to 'jungle' in the TT.



4] Mistranslations - (Negative Shift)

GA seems enjoying freedom in translating some terms and 

sentences. Here are some examples.

lexical level

ST TT

i) long scar

'scar' means - 1.

2.

"3rfe 3^gr?T f^Frrrr arfa^fftrr 

m q-^er. "
a rocky cliff Is) ffc^riT QsSWTcJ g>gT«

w

a mark left on the skin by a wound

i.e. ptjf or

TT is far more shifted from the original and much addition 

i.e. six words for two is there

/
ii) 'tt|bugh thick spectacles' "tJTSgftfPT"

tern^-is totally a wrong translation for it is used
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for the spectacles used by the people above forty. Here 

in ST it is tJETfl' not tJTaStft* . Term 'thick' is omitted.

iii) (smiled) vaguely JFITira (StfeU)

Term 'vague* - means 'not clear' i.e. 3flTr^.

means - unnecessarily, meaninglessly,

iv) blinking (eyes)

'blinking' means opening and shutting the eyes quickly i.e. (stfc) 

Iwtfpi' means - to reduce i.e. to make smaller.

Sentence level

i) The shore was fledged t$TT*-aTura#W HFlTtiT TafTT
V3

with palm trees. WtecUTSPTPh d'l'OTtfr

The original sense of the sentence is - as if the shore 

had wings, trees look like feathers of birds. A vivid image 

is completely changed. Whereas has a meanlnS

of 'sprinkling water'. The shore is translated as the part

near the shore i.e. "-f^fy-cmTO^rcT STRICT"*

Subject - 'someone* is used in TT.

ii) He put on his glasses ?aT*r YTncftcT -fc errand irrtscr*
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/v'*
It's a totally free translation. The action is changed eg. 

put on to 'looked' ( ), object is changed 'his

glasses' to broad belt ( fat atHo* ^ TrfeJu^c:

,A5 svl ^ .

Textual Means :

i) The sentences in the ST are very simple mostly active 

and simple in structure whereas in the TT the sentences are 

passive, complex and compound The dialogues are written as if 

spoken by grown up beings, eg.

ST

"Not in the plane with 

wheels"

"That storm dragged it 

out to sea" (Active)

TT

"ft TO 3Wftef faJTR JflWfT cfft

m i

"ft TO3 STTcT TO TarKn^ ft
urnjrf reft-" (passive)

"Them fruit" "cfr qfc mm to

ii) The contractions used by Golding are some times explained 

or simplified by G.A.Kulkami

e.g. ST

"That pilot"

"What was that ?"

TT

"m nft" ftjrrtra cTO cnft <jft

S{TT>f cTOTT ^Ta ?ss

"?fr q& 013^ tt* ""Them fruit"
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iii) On the contrary 

language where 

language.

Kulkarni
/ uses rhetorical, bombastic and literary 

Golding has used very simple and lucic
K'

eg. ST

The shore was fledged 

with palm trees.

Here TT contains additions,

TaRT-STumitw HP1TU7 caT^TT

sYeft*
mistranslation and modification.

He pulled off his shirt CJJT% aWcTT !fl£ ®TCOTT5n?T^I

gsreerr-
One doesn't skin off a shirt. The ST doesn't suggest it. There

is a touch of violence in skinning off a shirt, 
long scar ate at'qw tsWTTT flrflpfrqT TOT- 
'Scar' means 1. a rocky cliff i.e. ffcTciWT gE><5T2> gisTT*

2. a mark left on the skin by a would i.e. qq or

nzzr
Thus this translation becomes so heavy with this expansion.

ate tsflorrrr crcuT partly ruined or devastated

means belt of land (plane).

The sand was thick over QT3RT
VS

his black shoes. ?aT^ qrr^ |C

The state of sand (i.e. thickness) in the ST is stressed which is 

omitted in the TT whereas the plunging of his legs in the sand 

is stressed in thqj^STytohich is not in the original.

if __
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Observations :

As the spoken language is used in the ST, there are a
and

number of incomplete expressions. They are plain /lucid, and stand 

for one single meaning whereas in the TT they are explained with

additions of adjectives and adverb ials. And because of the

of peotic language the TT expressions seem formal and of

written language style. The omissions affect the expression 

and narrations seriously which either misleads the ST meaning 

or makes the ST expression superficial.

The TT seems to mix styles where no mixing of registers 

or dilects is required. And this mixture creates fluctuations in 

reading the TT. Due to the high degree of additions, omissions 

and modifications the TT sometimes repercusses into mistranslations. 

As a result the TT loses the lucidity and starkness of the ST.
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Passage No.II

ST
PP. 73-77

TT

Chapter-IV PP.53-56

Introduction :

The passage is selected for its narrative and descriptive 

style. The chapter is remarkable for the normal behaviour of the 

boys. They are accustomed ^vvith) the happenings on the island.

As it is a narrative passage there is much scope to compare the 

style of both the ST and TT. There is very simple narrative 

language used in the ST. The function of this language is to depict 

the world of children. The simplcity, directness, physical details 

are all codified by the simple sentence structure, simple Anglo 

Saxon diction and lack of complex sentences. It also has cadences 

of spoken language, represented by the elliptical clause structure, ^ 

lack of complex pre- and post-modifications in the NPs and complex 

adverbial constructions.

1) Additions :

Additions are underlined in the TT sentences

ST TT

i) The first rhythm that they ofrqTTRrr

became used to was the 3^ra> "MrMt q-sTbrrp areny qRrw-<rr
slow swing from dawn to

quick dusk.

SfttmqifnT fTfcfJJTI-aT 
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ST

ii) the pleasure of morning ,

TT

fjprpn fcrni j^tt as

"J^TT §S"

*r -&1

*" l^A
> ' --r.

1 ?" is an addition in the TT as well
~fl J2— ? U-£- ^

a mistranslation, y Term "?
- 4*^ -

narrow in sense in the TT, and adj "(JefcVR" (warm) is an

for, word 'pleasure'looks very 
4x

unsuitable and unnecessary word (addition)

>Wf I W ^ "
o iii) Piggy discounted all this
0 ^

learnedly as a mirage.'

ft arcft, 3ift

tffisft tftSt to

ft ift cl f& <3?£ift*

Repetition of the same meaning i.e.

"jpjuf3" and **ejtcT'fe”

'Mirage' means both

iv)

b4ol

they ignored the 

miraculous, throbbing 

stars.

thU tePTT-cn, ftor?*fr
'FTffy CJTW-dIT, si? ■qOTTT-aT 

3TTcTT TtjfSIT

5c!7FJT»
■^l-t

The ST sentence is very short. Word 'bright' is not there
— \V\£——

'in the ST sentence, for a star hardly takes, adjective
V

'bright'. Both the additions "ftutTtJY" (bright) and "tJJJ-
iVi stw-r 1 Wo^d ^ >Jt*n£L sie&d f&str thou, a^t ) '' |^e<Mr£

*d mnirr_mr" felitterinel arp> tnntiW-OT

effect

(glittering) are too accentuating in their

v) and soon the shelters

were full of restlessness, 

under the remote stars.

anitri jfi qTOTT-aT artery

^wrowr^r Wfcrotfh' sfrq^r 
siwcr-niY arrafei

TO OTTcT-
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The ST sentence is very simple in its structure but the 

TT sentence is too complex, in which complex NP and 

Adverbials are used. The TT has several §anskritized poetic 

words, which add several extra shades of meaning suggesting 

objectivity of nature, distance, conscious feelings of 

foreboding which are not suggested in the ST.

2. Omissions

Omissions are underlined in the ST sentence.

ST TT

caT^I Is^cT 3& fiCTRT CjT£

prrcft, srrtn tst# qrrr
Am rmcfr* ^

i) till they thought him

batty and were faintly

amused.

Adverb ’faintly1 is omitted in the TT and it is 

mistranslated as ’much’ that intencifies the ST sense.

ii) He was also a distant T'RTcf

mtIT TfcTT TCScTT, TOT

wtisi mw? stpi aracrm mmi
relative of that other

boy whose mulbery

marked face had not eFfr TRTeFl g^cTT*
seen since the

evening of the great

fire.

12377
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iii) Henry was a bit of 3fT?TT tfT

leader this afternoon. CJTR5 sYcTT*

Little awareness of small details is seen in the above

two examples, i.e. 'mulberry' and 'the evening' in the Ilnd,

and 'this afternoon' in the Illrd ST sentences. Especially

in sentences ii. and iii • the time element is overlooked with

the omission of 'the evening' and 'this afternoon' which are

important time signals in the happenings on the island. In

the example ii. the TT is also complicated because of

relative clause making the movement awkward.

iv) Just now he was being obedient 3TRTT eft

because he was interested, fcjcT iftftT, cST^H CtJT &3T?f

and the three children fpf gYfr

kneeling in the sand, were

at peace.

The TT sentence has lost the effect of the omitted 

sentence in the ST i.e. the always quarrelsome boys can be 

at peace losing themselves in the play.

When Henry tired of his 

play and wandered 

off along the beach,

rm arrUn eft *o>ct

f-WTelT *
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The place where Henry wandered is missing in the TT, 

Thus small details are overlooked in the TT.

3) Modifications :

i)

ii)

ST TT

So full that hope was 

not necessary and 

therefore forgotten.

wrr

arr&fr 3rrw to arrtn 
m to writ m fmi 

faTO fffT OTeTT s
The statement in the ST is reoriented as a question 

in the TT. And due to the poetic language the simple ST 

sentence becomes heavy in the TT.

tots mfr ipip
nv$t 3ftin

?iff$T7 dTOcnr-^IT tn^iraT-

OTcfr tftstftarpncfr sfrft
OTFOTfr 3RTO ZgqE wnT-OT fTpfr 

OTRT*
in the TT is a new coinage. The w.. 

underlined words in he TT are the additions of poetic and 

sanskritized style.^P^rase 'restlessness' is modified as

wnrqTxft 3Rto tgqs mmfr JJrT* ’’

When the sun sank drakness 

dropped on the island like 

an extinguisher and soon 

the shelters were full of 

restlessness, under the 

remote stars.

Word "1^1 $5"
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4) Mistranslations 

ST TT

i) Momentum T*\mn 3TT*R-

Word 'momentum' means "tJTcTTT • ^!RM and not 

M3fT^RH » for "3TT^R" means force, sharp pang. The

addition of ^word (extra-ordinary, odd, strange).

This sanskritized word adds to the mystical meanings of the 

TT.

ii) blatant impossibility twrcr nmn tt#T 
afifrr

L
There is no word like 

Word 'blatant' means noisy or 

the TT. So the TT sentence 

' impossibility'.

'unbelievable' in ST phrase, 

vulgar^. It is omitted in 
is a description of <^word^)

iii) They grew accustomed to 

these mysteries and 

ignored them, just as 

they ignored the 

miraculous, throbbing 

stars.

fssftft ms mit* rtTTtjprrr^i

jpnfo QTmr-aT
fltprn^#er 3TTCTT TtjfEaT

anTctn*

(Omissions in ST and additions in TT are underlined).
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The boys ignore both the mysteries and stars in the 

ST but only stars are ignored in the TT.

The words -<TT (seen everyday)

(adj.) (bright), tjjpnT-aT (flickering) are the

additions.

The word 'miraculous' is an adjective of the stars. 

But in the TT it is translated as simile i.e. TJJjT<3>T?T“

EftTPh qCTT-qT (looking like bright miracles).

4U

^ Word 'throbbing' personifies the stars-that they are

'living'. But in the TT it is translated as ^qfflnr-cfT ^'P<Dr{IT
C7)oeSh't: eX*.rr)\rKxt(L ' etdC.J

q^jjjr (trembling) creates feai^. ~tTT" (flickering)

is an addition. The stars are not living in the TT, and even

there is no acceptable collocation in the connection in these

two words. tjqiDTT-ai)

/
'To ignore' means 'to pay no heed/to wink at. Eut 

in the TT this verb is translated as JcTTe^TT"

(were looked down upon). This translation misreads the un

original meaning.

The original sentence structure is very plain, active 

and simple, whereas the TT sentence is structurally complex, 

object oriented and totally misleading with the additions

and mistranslations.
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iv) they thought him batty

amused.

and were faintly

3f% M^JTTT

qT£ eTR% 3TTltn ?anfr fPTSj-faT

qrn ermefr*

Phrase 'faintly amused' means 'a little amused'. But

in the TT it is "CfiTT Am 37^ eTFlejt" (much

amused) i.e. exactly opposit effect of the original.

v) interesting stones &&JISIT 3fWRT% ^T3*

/ word 'interesting means 'that creates interest' i.e.

7 1x1 Marathi- It is not vivid , only in shape 

but in colour and weight too. J3ui_ in the TT only shape is 

considered, and colour and weight are neglected.

Observations

Generally the ST style is narrative while the TT is

descriptive. The ST narration is factual, while the TT is

philosophised with the use of additions, modifications resulting 

in very long and over poetic sentences.

The degree of mistranslations is considerably high in this

passage. The nature of these "shifts" in the TT may not necessarily

signify a lack of attention. But they were probably a result of 

the translator's 'creative' reading of the ST. The examination of
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these 'creative shifts' indicates that the TT has quite a different 

effect on the reader than the ST. The objective, material, rational 

tone of the ST passage is significant because it brings about the 

increasing crescendo of the hidden violence in a highly rupturcus 

style and is therefore far more effective. The TT in turn, states 

all that is covert in the ST in an overt way, thus diminishing 

the packed intensity in the narration by its loose, sprawling style 

of narration where every covert shade of meaning is stated in a 

rather noisy, loud manner.
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Passage No .III

Cahpter - VIII

ST TT

pp. 154-57 pp.120-23.

Introduction :

This is the most important chapter, for the boys on the

islanc^sacrifice a pig's head to the beast (Lord of the Flies)

who governs the entire action on the island. This idea of sacrifice

to an unknown and unseen 'Lord of the Flies' horrifies the reader.

The chapter has high emotional value and excitement. The passage

selected for close comparison is the first four pages in which
4

t*ie me(3ium used is written to be spoken. The boys talk

emotionally and excitedly throughout.

1) Additions

The additions are underlined in TT sentences.

ST TT

i) "Go up and see,"

ii) "He's not a hunter."

jw Tm: orr artftn V’-

"nY TScr: fmxft ?rr£Y«"

In the first sentence obj.(you) is absent in the ST. 

But in both the sentences emphatic pronouns like 'you yourself'

denoting

emphasis on the subjects.
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iii) dawn pale beach trsre craTsm-tmi^ tw

|js?ord 'light' Is not in ST but In its translation 

is there in TT and this makes the expression more stylized 

and 'poetic'

iv) "And good riddance",

"No fear".

"The beast had teeth"

jrfsr m urrfe"

"3£ jfr WTcfT UJT3, S "
_v__ •

"ojt efaicft- wmum ^Tcr arrftcr- ”

This addition 'why should I go ?' ( # WTTeTT OTTO D 

has no relevence and reference in the ST.

v) "I don't know what it 

does."

"ft <STa Wff, OTfT,

qrrsct mm i"

This addition qniacf (eats,

swallows, tears) add sense of fear, denoting physical 

disembodiment, which is absent in the ST.

2) Omissions :

This chapter is remarkable for omissions, not only at 

lexical but at sentence level too. The omissions are

underlined in ST sentences.
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i) Piggy looked up miserably, RTSTC ftm Ismx^n
from the dawn pale beach. tJTXl'frf <Sl£cT

O

....... N.N.qTTScf

The adverb 'miserably' which states Piggy's mental 

state is omitted. The TT has lost semantic impression of 

the original.

ii) The conch glimmered among srnmwft s(a ftae ^ gYcrr*

the trees, a white blob raT^r te

against the place where

the sun would rise; He 

pushed back his mop.

Omission of the detailed locative adverbial signifying a visual 

detail.

iii) — the littluns whimpered ertt aftserr ish}r Ism* arrcrr
as now they saw frequently ^ MWT SfJeF*

did. Ralph rose obediently,

and Piggy and they went to

the platform;

A great thematic loss in TT.

"First you know now,iv)

we have seen the beast".

"si ■Rsrft mtfr wmi 
qrM*M
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v) "Quiet"! shouted Jack,

"You listen. The beast,"

vi) "The beast is a hunter.

Only shut up ! The next

thing is that, we couldn't 

kill it,"

vii) Jack's voice went on,

tremulous yet determined, 

PushingagaHlst,..the

unco-operative silence.

viii) "He is a coward himself"

for a moment he paused 

and went on,. "On top, 

Roger and. me---- "

ix) He'd never have got us 

meat. He isn't a perfect, 

and we don't know anything 

about him; He just gives 

orders.

x) "All right then," he said 

in tones of deep meaning

and menace, 'all right."

"w r rifo 3rtrscrr, "ft grra
\9 t '

arrft • • • •"

"ft uftcfr "hmi 

mb IRM 0T3 TUTrr c5TY 

mm arTef Trdt*M

wutcqt m twndt arra-rurra

Tsmtj mb yW n 
jfr q£ fterN m eft *rfti ^

YTtgefT*

eft tcjct: tmmft Tnft Tati

mSt wtfmi tmi itwrit
\3

eft srrqrft ot?ft pa ?ftgeft«

"3Y, 4t %" 

catH site sTcfbtfr l-rtt*

He held the conch.
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With the omissions in iv to x, the TT sentences have 

become more narrative than conversational. At the same 

time, Jack's style, vigour and his attempt to impress and 

suppress the boys is lost in the TT. As a result, Jack's 

personality is weakened in the TT, About all the omissions 

are in the diologues or depictation of Jack alone. Obviously 

it seems a great injustice to his character in the TT.

3} Modifications :

Modifications in TT sentences are underlined.

i) "Even Jack'ud hide." 3RTTEI TT^tcT

o

ii) "What about my hunters?" sfa, m TT^aT "tmvft
qt gjTq- s

ill) "Boys armed with sticks" "lier t^msTfr arrtn rra grrwiT

fqwnft Tti ukr dt*"

iv) "He isn't a proper chief" "eft TOT 5R0 ■frgrw 1 "

v) "All right then". "9?, <TT§3 "

All the above modifications are compensations. But as 

a result of these compensations all the dialogues are produced 

as if spoken by adults in the TT.

Some examples are extra-poetic in the TT. They are

given below -
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vi) dawn pale beach

vil) "As long as there's light 

we are brave enough".

viii) Boys armed with sticks

"ymw arrfe sim q«T?

^ n mftt 3rrgfci*"

fa grm j <st^t 

farum-fl* qfa arr^cr cfr*

ix) "This meeting Mqtn it km afarraefr mb

x) "Out of dark - " 

"Trees"

fafat ft 3lqRT^ ftcf* "

"faqj W TTScf 3fftef» "

In the ST the short sentences as ix, x show increasing 

crescendo, which comes abruptly at a hault with "Quiet". This 

heightening pitch is los^T) in the translation because of the long 

complete sentences.

We find reorientation of the constituents to show the 

importance or newness by passivising or changing the form and 

function of words and sentences. Here are some examples.

ST TT

i) He was twisting his hands 

now, unconsciously.

rcifa gTcf ftft ST&ft gfa

S^ft*

The TT sentence is object oriented.



"who called the meeting ?" »Tl*n #r to ahrRffr tff 4t =n&
™ KJ

change from question in the ST to statement in the T7.

My hunters are no 3TP& fmrft 3RlfT q5^ 3TT^ET*"

good."

The ST sentence is negative and the TT is affirmative.

Piggy's voice came to 

them, hushed.
afTSTOf q^gT

\3

$<§ 3TTWT*

.—■—'hushed' is treated as an adjective in the TT losing 

the emphasis£Ut has in the ST, as it comes there in final 

position as an extra comment. The implication of it in the 

TT is 3nfTTn? (hushed voice) but it is actually

' it was hushed. '

Mistranslations

ST TT

to the dark mountain arnsiT stonaS-

'dark' is an adjective in the ST and it means 3fLTT-<JT / 

StenTcfWT, . whereas in the TT it is proper noun 

(black mountain) and it creates ghostly impression.

"Do* you think we're Ojpj @Tefr QT'te

safe down here ?" 3$ qTe:?f m ^
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Pronoun 'we* contain both the speaker and listner in 

the ST but the TT pronoun "3rrRf!*" contains the speaker 

only.

iii) the conch glimmpfid. among 1"mt ^ T eYfTT*

the trees, a white blob 

against the place where the 

sun would rise.

The entire NP 'a white blob against the place where 

the sun would rise' contains an elaborate image creating 

a physical, sensual picture. But in the TT the image is

summarized as * The short TT sentence also

lacks the poetic rhythm of the ST sentence.

SiSWTfl 3Refr STu&m
. _otfsm faTOT

3fTeTT*

v—■—. 'interruption' is an effect of the cause 'to hear'.

In the ST the 'blue conch' is the subject and it is 

non-human; yet it interrupts and thus acquires human power

but in the TT, this play on the semantic feartures is lost.

v) and stabbed the air 5ST sfaff

with his index figure I^TTfT*

iv) The sound of the 

inexpertly blown 

conch interrupted 

them.
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'Index fingure doesn't mean any fingure but the fingure 

next to thumb. is 311 addition, "gqj

lacks the hidden force in 'stabbed'.

Observations:

This passage is written to be spoken f and the boys talk 

emotionally and excitedly throughout. Naturally there are sighies, 

exclamations .often incomplete and ungrammatical. But the TT tends 

to make the dialogues normal, grammatical and complete with the 

help of a number of additions. This passage is remarkable for 

its high rate of omissions at sentence level. The sentences having

superb descriptions in the ST are omitted in the TT. So the height 

of excitement in the ST is lost in the TT. Especially Jack's

personality is weakened, for the majority of the omissions is there 

in his dialogues. And as a result ,of compensations all the dialogues

are produced as if spoken by the adults. The TT sentences are

long, loose and poetic due to the modifications in them. Thus the 

TT states all that is covert in the ST in an overt way.
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Passage No. IV

ST TT

Chapter - IX PP. 179-82 PP. 140-143.

Introduction:
--------1------------

The_„Chapter IX comes in the second section of the story.
place

This part could be said to begin when the threat takes/i^n) a 

physical reality, with the arrival of the dead airman. Complete 

moral anarchy is unleashed by Simon’s murder. Immediately the 

fear is crystallized, all the boys are now affected, discussions 

are increasingly excited and give way to action. As the narrative 

increases in tempo, so implications enlarge. Destruction is

everywhere, the boys' world is only a miniature version of the 

adults. Simon is very ruthlessly killed by his mates in their play. 

This passage is selected for its descriptive style.

1) Additions :

Additions are underlined in the TT sentences.

ST TT

i) 3fftn tnterr irra irr^nr
cnpT imsq&i wm xTteer*

The Adverb 5X^0*" is unnecessary for

clouds. The state of clouds is forcefully conveyed with the 

adverb which is not found in the ST.

and the white and 

brown clouds brooded.



il) still he did not move 

but lay there.

ft aims mm m£r-
97T5 *13 eft zm

....... . — .fs .. .. —

TTTSefT*
Above both the additions are time elements, first 

"flTcWt quickly) second "arrays" (for a long time).

The ST sentence itself suggests the time without the above

ad it ions.

iii) The light was unearthly. HteefTefr diim tfte ufTSrf

tffflr ftcrr«

The ST sentence is simple, without any non-finite clause 

but the TT sentence contains an adverbial and a non-finite 

time clause.

iv) He walked drearily

between the trunks, his 

face empty of expression.

SMTfltp ft s’swfti qr*te 

zwm fterr* ?arm kzn 3wfr 
fmgi, fa^farrc mm ftirr*

The ST narration is intensified with the words

3Rift trasjq-
v) The news must reach #}- ifrfgcft fcTTfol cTT?35T3

the others as soon as trrtgut ar# m m* twfa

fndt* Jft scrf.;
eTPMTq cqftl TTC ^ cfRIeT-

hf«

possible. He started down 

the mountain and his legs 

gave beneath him.
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This addition 3^ ^ STTcfr

is a typical colloquial Marathi usage. It doesn't really match 

the poetic Sanskritized style of the TT. It is mixing styles.

It intensifies the tenseness of the situation, especially the 

condition of Simon, but sounds like the translator's own 

comment. Generally all the additions found in this passage 

are either adverbs or adverb clauses and they are more
U

descriptive and add to the poetic style of the TT. But there 

is evidence for mixing of styles as well as a result of the 

nature of these addtions.

2) Omissions :

There are a few omissions in this passage and they harm 

the ST a little . The omissions are underlined in the ST.

ST

i) This was the backbone

of the island, the slightly 

higher land that lay beneath 

the mountain where the 

forest was no longer deep 

jungle.

In locating the spot,

TT

st hri werciSrsTr Wm 
^ 3r?irr to
iprr Tmtjfter mvr

incft'

the omitted feature of the spot,

i.e. 'land that lay beneath the mountain' plays an important 

role which is missing in the TT.
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ii) Simon spoke aloud, {TRPFT

Adverb 'aloud' is omitted in the TT which shows 

Simon's excitement and vehimance.

3) Modifications :

ST TT

i) by early evening sVtTT 3TT#t|

'by early evening' doesn't mean before the evening, 

but the beginning of the evening 

This modification affects the natural time.

ii) and held no refreshment. j^ TCTT^ CtJClfrcT HTDrcTTeft

mitn smrnT TOdt-
This modification is a compensation in the TT, with 

the addition of three more words i.e. *wrgV (because

of it) "iiWfn" (remote possibility)

iii) they left him alone, Ttrf^T sottot nwmnr

preferring the pig's WHfr ft!#- emTcft sfafr rfr

high flavour. Ttftft l^pfesTteT TTtSeT

The sense of 'prefer to' is lost in the TT because 

of its heavy poetic style. "cJT£ tiTEtTT <fCI 1 "41 ”

(blood of thick smell) is an addition. "ffCcf) cTPFh"
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has a sense of 'addiction', which is not what's meant by 

'prefer'.

iv) his face sideways on uftlFfhl? JlTeT bp Mfq wft

the earth, his eyes CfTSTTf Df^f TTtgelT*

looking dully before 

him.

'eyes looking dully' 

(with lifeless eye sight), 

is a mistranslation, 'dull'

v) He pushed on staggering 

sometimes with his 

weariness but never 

stopping.

is translated as *

Though it is a poetic style, it 

doesn't mean ”"»

atcnrrr qdta ram
trYpf uttct sY?rr, m i trfOTT 
TtrnfY ttopt $ mm sYcfY*

'staggering' doesn't mean "(fYef ufT^I" (disbalancing) only, 

but to walk unsteadily. "T<n?fr qrser" is an addition, and 

it is subject of the sentence. Because of these addition and 

MT, the TT becomes more poetic and heavy in style. The 

English sentence which has 'He' as the subject suggests a 

conscious attemp^pn his part to keep on moving in the TT, 

the subject 'he'is replaced by "ToufY gTUcP thus making 

the action of walking an unconscious automatic act, from 

which the use of the subject is absent.



Here are some

modifications.

vi) The trend of the 

ground led him up 

as the forest opened.

vii) A buffet of wind 

made him stagger

The focus of the VI111 sentence is on the trend of the 

ground in the ST but the effect of the compelling physical 

geography of the land is lost in the TT. It is the same in 

the VII**1 sentence. A buffet of wind makes him stagger in 

the ST but he himself staggers in the TT.

Because of the poetic style, compensation and 

reorientations the starkness of the ST is lost in the TT.

4) Mistranslations :

ST TT

i) still he did not move fTf^TT cTTWR ^

"nT?3iT3>" (immediately) is an addition. The urgentness is 

added to the natural happening, 'to move' doesn't mean 

vJ^T fdh Considering Simon's injured physical

examples of reorientation in the

tern stcw cjt 

*nwr sY?rr*

th
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condition 'to move' is nothing but to move a little out of

his sleepy and fatigued state.

ii) an earthly light J-jjfjjgjTifj.

Though one of the meanings of 'unearthly' is ghostly, 

"gSJTtJTSn" (Ghostly light) is not a conventional word in 

Marathi. It creates an effect suggesting superhuman elements.

Observations :

This passage has descriptive and narrative styles so the 

shifts are not so sharp. Some additions of adverbs and adverb 

clauses of time and place are found in the TT which affect the 

ST style of description and makes it more descriptive with its 

poetic style. As there are a few omissions, the ST is harmed - 

little on their account. Descriptions in the ST are seen 

considerably modified in the TT. And because of the poetic style, 

compensations and reorientations the starkness of the ST is lost 

in the TT.
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Chapter IX

Passage No. V

ST TT

PP. 186-90 PP. 146-49

Introduction :

This extract from the IXth Chapter is a narrative passage 

eluding some conversation. The language used here is written 

to be read. Uproar and chanting of all the hunterboys is narrated 

in this passage. The language used in the ST is very lucid as 

before and rarely figurative.

1 Additions :

i)

ii)

iii)

additions are underlined in TT sentences.

"What are you going to 

do it again ?"

"Come away, There's going 

to be trouble— "

Jack leapt on the sand.

"Do our dance —."

'TO qmr * arrtn arm 
mm? 3FTe??f cf cnGmwr *"

"ITqui TO 3TRTT, T!#cT7

sW?......."

JTTTefl- q

3r1r^f "vm mm ^ ^

Above indicated additions are minor ones but even 

then they are irrelevent and semantically harmful to the 

original e.g. "3p^ gTRJ ^ " adds violent tone to the talk

of the boys.
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"TTffTcrr changes total impression of the ST. The 

trouble is certain to take place but in TT it is made 

conditional with the addition of - <rUtf(

In the ST connectors are avoided in the narration or

conversations but in TT there are such number of examples

of connector as "Q (i.e. and said ,
skO e‘

loudly)

iv) "Kill the beast ! Cut "opiefrerr m $rr i of3i#Nt
his throat ! spill his t?5TCT 1 oft#*) tfiteTT l

• •

blooti !" Tim fltST 1

with this addition the violent tone is intensified. The 

act of dismembering with the gory details in the TT, creates 

more violence in the TT.

v) Now out of the terror 3TT<TT g| g3 3fJ£rfc #cfTlp^r 3Rtf?T

rose desire, thick, 3-^ 3Tft1# 31# dfW

urgent blind. OfT# gfa eTRl^’, ^nfr-

Additions of adjectives and adverbs is a general 

tendency seen in the TT. Besides 'rose' doesn't have a 

sense of gradual awakening depicted by ggj g3 •••OfT# g^3i flTPicft**
O \3

The addition Tm1tyTT§ intensifies a sense of brutality

in the TT sentence which is absent in the ST.
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vi) The sticks fell and the 301*1 T^Pl

mouth of the new circle qTEeft, Ttf’pKJTtJ? WPTPlVjrR

crunched and screamed. rjfn^JT anr^ScUT* PTeTFIT

rftS 3rT^)¥TrH STcT 3f\l5 STcf 
mm 3f¥?3cT rtcr*

The addition of the NP (?cf)TirPlYi?T:rl )

and sentence Efrcmfr ^iHt ms srrefr 3rrtn 13*1 QT^cfr 
add to the violent tone in the ST.

vii) The beast was on its

knees in the centre, its 

arms folded over its 

face.

3T3TfT OFleft *TS^ bp q^T

qtanoft 3rtsto qs?r* mlm Vmz 
anwq ^tcjo-qitn^t ?aT% srcr 
^5-qTtff caret-

The additions found in this passage of the TT are 

used more for the explanation of the expressions in the ST 

which are left either covert or brief by Golding. All the 

above additions intensity the violent scene and action. And 

as a result the sentences are lengthy and loose. The 

compactness and quick moving rhythm of the ST sentences

is lost in the TT.
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2) Omissions :

The rate of omissions is considerably increased in this 

Chapter. In the earlier chapters omissions are more at lexical 

level but in this chapter they can be seen at the phrase and 

sentence level. Omissions are underlined in the ST sentences.

ST TT

i) "The conch counts here ”5ttmi wvu} m&rre

too," said Ralph, "and krrenr 3fftwr "

all over the island".

In the TT a question

ii) he looked away, confused 

and sweating.

The word 'confused' 

is lost in the TT.

arises who said this.

Ttnft W QSJcfr ctmT *fSTT 

ETPfft arteRTC UTerT*

states his mental state and that

iii) -------- from the stroke

of the drops. A wave of 

restlessness set the boys 

swaying and moving aimlessly.

eTRer* 3fTfTT SP1PTTC mStfT 

3TTltn..................

The flickering —



iv) the air was dark and 

terrible; and the boys 

followed him 

clamorously. Roger 

became the pig.

5ut cisTsiteercTt n
stot sWr* iim*r Hwrt

complete sentence having

the ST(are) omitted.

thematical importance in

3) Modifications :

The modifications reflect translator's tendency to make 

use of poetic style and Sanskritised adjectives making the TT 

heavy, Modifications are underlined in the TT sentences.

ST TT

i) the air was dark and 

terrible.

CTT vrateftcfr S ciTCcT
<0__

stcfr*

ii) from the stroke of 

the drops.

iii) its arms folded over 

its face

iv) The dark sky was 

sheltered by a blue 

white scar.

v) like a water-fall.

VterT arrarciwTff^

3rrHn trorc ximt tf^tmrcrrentfr

3TTcTT m 3TTHT3
W ftfrTtPTPT qtMT ^

%
cf^mfnr^ ?rr^*

prmTpr^
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Reorientations :

The assertive constructions are transformed into interrogative 

sentences.
ST TT

i) "The fire - rescue".

ii) "We shan't hear it."

iii) Some of the littluns 

started a ring on 

their own.

"0TT3; frjft IpfT \ ”

"rm arrtrrur far
WR % ”

mm nm to-c

m eTFlcT*

The ST sentence is passived in the TT with the loss 

of subject which is inevitable there.

Mystic and abstract elements in the TT can be seen below

ST TT

i)

ii)

the sun and moon were 

pulling

ifjjr *3 *

arrwwr ^ zvm g^cr*
Simon's dead body moved f-Tuffq Sflft? (fnt^r)

out towards an open sea 3T?(f?T £3ClT?Cph S 3THP1 qTTf

cttct mm ft wmr
In both the sentences above , there is a great loss of

starkness in the TT. Simple sentences in the ST are made 

unnecessarily mystical in the TT.
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'Simon's dead body moved out' gives a kind of emotional 

jolt to the reader and this jolt is lost in the TT sentence. 

Simon's dead body is the object which the wave lifts up. But 

in the TT sentence the sinister impact of dead body moving out 

to sea is lost. Even though the general impression of the TT is 

the use of poetic, sanskritised and heavy language, here is an 

example in which some poetic and imagistic language is used in 

the ST but this feature of the ST has been overlooked and lost 

in the TT.

ST TT

i) The centre of the ring 

yawned emptily

fimm wr hfi wm
eTfflcrr*

The impression in ring's Animation i.e yawning emptily

is lost in the TT sentence.

4) Mistranslations

i) beast

For the 

person.

• ... fs.offiefT
1/

boys, beast is a giant but shapeless animal not a 

means a cruel person.

ii) fire-wood uf35DTT^
s__

The boys take fire-wood and dance. means very
•S—_

small pieces. How can the boys handle burning pieces ?
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Little awareness of the distinctions in the terms which

are only surf^cially identical, Here are the terms -

i) blink of bright light.

ii) Flickering light became 

brighter

iii) glittering

iv) incredible lamps of star.

3TRTT SPlfPlTC mWP

pisvfta cfte*

It is surprising why the translator couldn't differentiate 

between the ST terms above because they are only surfacially 

identical.

Observations :

The ST passage is simple, lucid and rarely rhetoric in 

style whereas the TT seems heavy with the use of poetic style 

and sanskritized adjectives. Some descriptions are made

unnecessarily mystical. The 

starkness is maintained in

but they are

ST style is straightforward and the 

the description of the natural scenes 

made weighty and mystical in the

TT. The act of dismembering, with the gory details in the TT, 

creates more violence in the TT. The boys seem more brutal in
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the TT than the ST with the additions of the words and phrases

like dtocfWV 3TRT^r <FTCT \ , 1^1 HTffpfr, Z 3rmKT
etc. There is a great thematic loss in the TT because of the high > 

rate of omissions. The modifications have serioiusly affected/ 

Golding’s style of description that is far more shifted in the TT.


